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Founded in 2008 with a vision of creating a more inclusive and student-centred approach to
learning, Stat Northern has come a long way in the past 15 years and continues to grow and
evolve. Our mission is grounded in a commitment to providing high-quality personalised
support, tailored to each learner's unique needs and preferences.

At the heart of our service is our commitment to personalised training, tailored to
accommodate diverse learning styles and preferences. Our methods draw on a variety of
innovative models, including VARK for understanding learning types, goal-setting strategies to
provide clear direction, and microlearning techniques to break complex concepts into
manageable, bite-sized units. By integrating these methods, we can create a custom learning
path that caters to each student's individual needs. 

Our trainers are the backbone of STAT Northern. Their approach is based on creating sessions
fun, relaxed and enjoyable, working at the student's pace to give them a chance to ask
questions and get the most out of their training, this can be seen further down in the pack by
some of the lovely feedback left by students. 

Comprising a team of dedicated professionals with vast experience in AT, they are not only
adept at teaching but are also lifelong learners themselves. They actively participate in
continuous professional development (CPD) events, including software webinars and
international conferences, to stay updated on the latest advancements in assistive technology
and teaching methodologies. This commitment to learning equips them with fresh insights and
advanced knowledge, which they bring back to their training sessions. Moreover, our
collaborative culture encourages trainers to share their experiences and best practices with
each other, fostering an environment of mutual growth and excellence. 

Our team's lived experience of navigating learning environments as disabled students provides
a profound insight into the challenges that our students may face. This empathy, combined
with their extensive professional experience as Assistive Technology (AT) trainers, allows our
leadership and management team to offer valuable guidance to our trainers, enhancing the
effectiveness of our services.
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Effective communication forms the cornerstone of our student-centred
approach at STAT Northern. As soon as we receive contact from a student
along with their DSA2 form, we immediately pair them with an experienced
trainer. Our trainers then liaise directly with the students, coordinating to set
up training sessions that best fit their unique needs and access
requirements.

Booking confirmations with video call links are sent well in advance along
with multiple reminders ahead of each scheduled meeting to ensure that no
session is missed or forgotten. 
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COMPANY PROCEDURES

What sets us apart from other providers is our commitment to comprehensive
monitoring and reporting. We understand the importance of keeping track of progress
and adjusting teaching methods as necessary, so our AT trainers provide weekly
reports that detail each session's goals and outcomes. 

Within these reports, we also incorporate innovative training techniques such as the
'train the trainer' approach, where students reinforce their learning by teaching back
what they've absorbed. All student data is processed in strict compliance with the
Data Protection Act (DPA), ensuring the highest standards of confidentiality and
security (ICO number: ZA255990). 

Contact logs
Booking confirmations
Session reminders
A comprehensive ‘Accessing support’ guide
Student goal monitoring
Agreed work plans for sessions
Utilise communication methods that are most convenient and accessible for each student
Sessions are followed up with additional resources such as user guides & learning strategy
suggestions 

 
 

 
This attention to detail in our communication procedures helps us foster an environment of reliability
and commitment, providing a seamless and efficient training process for our students.

 

MONITORING & REPORTING

COMMUNICATION PROCEDURES

The following points outline our inclusive communication
procedures. Please note, this is not an exhaustive list but
illustrates some key aspects of our approach:
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COMPANY PROCEDURES

In addition to our comprehensive training sessions, we
arm our students with a plethora of resources designed
to support their learning journey. These range from
everyday practical solutions such as keyboard shortcut
guides to aid efficiency, to informative videos that
explain the complex workings of specific assistive
technology tools. 

Our objective is to ensure that students not only
understand how to use these tools but can also leverage
them effectively in their daily lives, fostering
independent learning and productivity. 

We believe in supporting our students every step of the way to
ensure a smooth transition into their training. We provide an
easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide outlining the entire process,
and our team is always readily available to assist with any
queries. Moreover, we strongly value our students' feedback
and encourage their ongoing input to continually evaluate and
refine our services and procedures, creating a supportive,
responsive learning environment.

Looking ahead as we expand, our vision is to build on this strong foundation and broaden our services. We're
excited about supplementing our operations to include study skills tutoring and mental health mentoring
through the Disabled Students' Allowance (DSA), ensuring that we continue to meet and exceed the diverse
needs of our students.

SUPPORTING STUDENTS THROUGH THEIR ASSISTIVE
TECHNOLOGY  JOURNEY

STAT NORTHERN'S FUTURE VISION



DR. GREGORY BRACHACKI
ASSESSMENT CENTRE MANAGER

LEEDS ASSESSMENT CENTRE

"We have recommended STAT Northern regularly since it began trading. The reason for this is that
we have found the service to be of very good quality, and have received positive feedback from
students. There is a clear commitment to providing high quality training, undiluted by any other
priority. We have found STAT Northern particularly helpful in cases where students have more
complex or unusual needs and require a more personalised approach. STAT Northern have always
been willing to be flexible, while maintaining high standards of professionalism."

study skills and strategies in HE
course knowledge and requirements
specific disability knowledge
awareness of neurodiversity

"We regularly recommend STAT Northern for DSA NMH Specialist AT Training and feel that they
deliver a tailored, strategy led approach that enables our students to flourish on their course.
 

They have the knowledge, experience and skill to integrate:
 

 
It is incredibly important for us as an assessment centre to know that a student’s next 1:1 contact in
the DSA process is with an experienced and dedicated professional. STAT Northern regularly
demonstrate that they are able to train students with AT on an individual basis that will ultimately
enable the student to get the most out of their course.
 
STAT Northern are able to pull on many years of enhancing and developing their specialist AT
Training within the DSA sector, having focused purely on AT Training and integrated strategies. We
feel that DSA students benefit from quick responses to initial bookings and appointments and that
their long-term course goals are taken into account when training."
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NEEDS ASSESSOR
TESTIMONIALS

MATTHEW TIMMIS
MANAGING DIRECTOR AND ASSESSOR
AIM ASSESSMENTS



PAULINE MACNEIL 
DSA NEEDS ASSESSOR

I regularly recommend STAT Northern as the AT Training provider for the students I assess. The
main reason for this is that they offer a high-quality individualised service to students and also
provide me with feedback if any issues arise during training or with the student's
equipment/software. Students have always given me excellent feedback about the training they
received and how it had fully met their specific needs. STAT Northern regularly go the extra mile
for students - something which I know both the students and I appreciate. 

Communication between myself and STAT Northern has always been timely and effective and I
feel that this ensures that the student receives a high-quality service with a smooth journey for
them which ensures that they make good effective use of their recommended equipment and
software.
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NEEDS ASSESSOR TESTIMONIALS

SHARON ALMOND
DSA NEEDS ASSESSOR

LEEDS BECKETT UNIVERSITY

We have used Stat Northern as our recommended AT Training provider for a number of years
now. Stat Northern have provided training for the Needs Assessors and other support staff at
the university and their approach at such sessions has provided us with the confidence that they
are able to support our students effectively.
 
Our students like the fact that they can have their training at a location (including their own
home, at university or remotely) and a time that fits in with their other commitments. They also
like the fact that training is tailored to their individual learning style and areas of study that they
are currently working on. There is no better way to learn than to practically apply the software
to a current project.
 
Stat Northern are also quick to respond to us when there is a need to discuss the needs of an
individual student or to make changes to the support that is being offered.



DEBBIE ENEVER
DSA NEEDS ASSESSOR (FREELANCE)

One of the key elements of DSA support is the assistive software that is frequently recommended to
support disabled students. The software is not enough though. We are asking students with
identified difficulties to make profound changes to the way that they approach study tasks. The
software is not a generous added extra; for it to be effective and assist the student fully, the student
needs to develop a thorough understanding not just of ‘how this works’, but ‘how does this apply to
me’. It is the gap between the two that often presents barriers to learning for the students I see –
inference is hard, knowing how to start a piece of work, how to better structure and organise
information for each essay, how to engage more thoroughly with materials to ensure better
understanding and retention.

STAT Northern trainers fully understand these principles. They are not software engineers/sellers,
and don’t see their job as simply taking a student through all the features of a piece of software.
They get to know the student, understand the strategies that the student needs to learn to better
use the software independently in direct relation to their own path of study, and take care to ensure
that the student develops confidence as well as knowledge.

STAT Northern listen and respond to student need to the extent that they developed a piece of
software to meet a need that was repeatedly raised by students – how to better capture, organise
and retrieve key digital information. Pro-Study is incredibly well-received. This demonstrates how
an independent training company can take the time to focus on listening to the student, rather than
simply ticking off how many hours of training have been delivered ‘at’ students.

Independent AT trainers, notably STAT Northern, seek to raise quality in their field. Their focus is on
turning the recommendations in the report into embedded methods of working. Being able to
recommend companies that are locally-based and entirely student-focused is critical to bring good
value to the DSA field. One size does not fit all; delivering training to a student with SpLD studying
History requires a different approach to delivering training to an autistic student studying Maths.
Simply ticking off features covered in TextHelp is not enough. I strongly believe that the added
value of independent trainers is that they make a connection with students that goes beyond
clocking up the hours. STAT Northern are exemplary at making this happen.
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NEEDS ASSESSOR TESTIMONIALS



Feedback gathered from 390 students that have received AT training from STAT
Northern Ltd. 
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STUDENT FEEDBACK
STATISTICS

Q1 - Now you have had your
training, how confident do you now

feel with your Assistive
Technology?

 

Average score: 4.6/5

 
Q2 - How useful did you find the

training?
 

Average score: 4.9/5

Q5 - Overall how happy were you
with your Assistive Technology

training?
 

Average score: 4.6/5

Q4 - Now you have completed your
training how likely are you to carry

on using your Assistive Technology?
 

Average score: 4.8/5

Q3 - How likely is it that you would
have used the different Assistive
Technologies provided without

having some training first
 

Average score: 2.7/5

Questions 3 and 4 highlight how important quality AT training with us is.
Average rating of 2.7 out of 5 before training compared to an average rating of

4.8 out of 5 after training.

Average scores out of 5: 

5 = high
1 = low



"I had an excellent teacher, very professional and their subject knowledge
and training was excellent. I enjoyed and benefitted from her wealth of
knowledge and she represented your company very well and I am proud
that your organisation STAT northern conducted the Software Training for
the Assistive Technology."
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

"Julie was fantastic! She made sure that I understood each thing before
we moved on and was really clear, friendly and helpful. I usually feel really
nervous doing things like this but I felt really at ease with Julie."

"Chris was really great to work with, he managed to make both our sessions
incredibly helpful and at the same time enjoyable. I found him really easy to
get on with, Chris made me feel very relaxed about using a load of
equipment that would have previously just ended up stressing me out."

"Kim is very helpful, has a great communication skill and very friendly. I felt
really relaxed with her as she made everything possible to learn easily. I believe
she is one of the best trainers that I have ever met. Above all, she is perfect for
her rules."

"Very happy with Julie's teaching and support. She had a nice relaxed way about
her and made sure that I understood what was being showed to me. Where there
was an issue, she could not sort on the day, she would go away and find the
answer and share it on the next session or by email. Couldn't ask for more."

"Anne was very thorough and made me feel very comfortable, she
understood my needs and helped me when I was stuck and was also very
approachable with any questions that I needed answered. she was happy
to go at my pace and made me feel at ease the whole way through."
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

"I would like to say a huge thank you to Julie for assisting myself
with the technology training. At the start, I wasn't very confident
with some of my software, but she was so patient and now I feel
that I will be able to use the software to its full potential at
university."

"I felt comfortable during the training sessions when talking to Julie. She made the sessions
personal to my course making me able to visualise how I am able to use the technology within my
course after the training finished. She made sure to explain everything in detail, helping me to
understand what I would use and how I would use it to further help my education. We had to
spend lots of time and effort adjusting the technology so it was better suited to my Chromebook,
which was done efficiently when communicating with the technology company. Over all of the
hours that I had training with Julie, I do not have a single negative thing to say about her or the
service I received. Thank you for your time."

"Benny discussed everything in detail so that I understood what he was
explaining. Benny was also very patient with me and allowed me time to
absorb the information and repeating where needed. I was really pleased
with Benny's kindness and polite manner. Benny went the extra mile to
support me with all computer problems that I had even when he didn't have
too and provided extra support where needed. I can't fault the support or
training I've had this past year. I have used and understand the programmes.
Benny has provided me with shortened information files that I might find
useful instead of reading the long information booklets. Overall, I am very
thankful for Benny's support throughout my training."

"I was concerned about the fact that I was only receiving my equipment and training towards the
end of my final year, however, I have still seen a positive change in the way I work. With the help of
my trainer, I have been able to use the technology in the most efficient and effective way to match
my current level of study. My trainer has been professional, friendly and approachable throughout
my training and has helped me to become confident and competent with the equipment I was
provided with to assist my studies."

"Clear communication and explanation on how each app worked.
Answered and helped with any questions asked. Went over the apps
more than twice so I could understand what I was doing. They show
me enough for me to be able to go away and use the app
independently."
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

"They taught me at a pace suitable to me. They adapted the
sessions to suit the software I wanted to get to grips with most,
or wanted recapping on. They made it easy to understand and
easy to take on board. They were friendly and kind. They
inspired me of with ideas of how the software’s and
technologies could help me on my course specifically, that I
had not considered yet"

"I am very happy with the training. The training was clear,
concise and very friendly. The trainer gave me a really in depth
look into the Mindview software and I feel like the trainer really
knows their stuff! They kept the training very informal as well
which I felt helped me pick it up so quickly."

"Julie was really friendly & encouraging and I can't wait to start using all the tech/skills I've learnt.
Thank you very much for making something I was scared of fun and interesting!!"

"My trainer was very nice and made all the sessions
enjoyable, we had a good laugh throughout. She
explained everything very well and was very willing to re-
explain things a few times when I was understanding the
programs. I will miss my weekly meetings!"

"Anna-Marie was lovely, patient, and helpful at showing the practical applications for the training
that made the time worthwhile. She was always approachable and understanding if i needed to
readjust times or take breaks and was wonderful start to finish."

"Benny was very friendly and helpful. He had a good breadth and
depth of knowledge and always followed up on queries or issues
that couldn't be solved in the session."
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